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STATIC TENSION TESTS

OF BOLTED LAP JOINTS DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
FRITZ ENGINEERING LABORATORY

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
\. BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA

SYNOPSIS

The results of tests of four large lap splices connected

by two lines of 7/8 i~ch A325 bolts are reported herein. The major

variable in the test program was the joint length. Rotatton of the

connection due to eccentricity was restrained by an external brac-

ing system..

The tests .of the lap splices are ~ompared with the behavior

and performance of the double shear tension splices. The results

indicate that a lap splice can be considered equivalent to half of

a double shear splice of similar dimensions, materials and number

of bolts.

INTRODUCTION

Single shear lap joints are simple in their construction

but they are generally avoided by engineers because their inherent

eccentricity causes them to bend under load. The effect of the

combineq bending and axial stresses is particularly critical at

the net section through the first row of holes. The bending also
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complicates the .behavior of the fasteners causing a tensile com-

ponent in addition to the usual shearing component. Furthermore,

clearance fit fasteners, such as bolts, tend to cock in the holes

presenting an effective single shear area somewhat greater than

the nominal shank area.

When lap joints are used designers usually minimize the

bending effect .by providing restraining diaphragms that restrict

the rotation of the joint. The res.traints mayor may not be an

integral part of the connected member. For example, WF bridge

hanger connections have restraint provided by the beam web.AI~

though the connection of one flange to the gusset plate is eccen

tric in itself, the .connection to the other flange opposes this

eccentricity making the combined unit synnnetricalwith respect to

the beam .centerline. If the hanger is built up of four angles, the

diaphragm usually consists of a plate perpendicular to gusset plates

and limited to the region of the connection.

Traditionally specifications have assigned to rivets a

single shelir value equal to one half of that for double shear. How

ever, prior to .the issuance Qfthe 1960 specifications forstruc

tural joints using .ASTM A325 bolts (1) it seemed advis.ab1e to have

some experimental confirmation of this relationship for high

strength bolts .. Accordingly, static tension tests were conducted

on four lap joints consisting of one inch thick plates and two lines

of 7/8" diameter A325 bolts. with from two to ten bolts per line. This

was done at a minimum of expense by altering duplicate butt joints

from another series of tests.
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During testing an external bracing system was employed to

r~duce ~he bending of the joint and thus simulat~ the more usual

and desirable practice discussed above.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST JOINTS

1. Design

Tests of compact butt joints(2) of A7 plate andA325 bqlts

have indicated that a balanced ultimate strength design exists when

the joint is proportioned for a ten~ion-~hear ratio of 1.00/1.10.

Long ~utt joints(3,4) designed on that basis showed t~at balanced

de$~gndoes not exist in longer joints because t~e npn~un~form

distribution of load among the bol~s causes end bolts to fail "pre-

maturely". Duplicate joints from the latter test series (D Series

Part a) were altered to Produce the lap joints tn this report.

As the main plate of the butt joint was compo~~d of two one

inch plates, it was possible to split the joint lel1gthwise and pro-

vide two lap joints, each consisting of one of the mai~ plates and

one of the original one i~ch splice plates. In this faspion butt

join~Dl02 was disassembled to provide lap joint LID having two

lines of ten bolts and a tension~shear ratip of 1.00/1.10. The

other half of Dl02 was altered by sawing off3 rows of bolts giving

joint ~7 with 7 bolts in line. As the plate wi~thwas not cha~ged

the nominal T/S ratio of L7 became lDO/l.57.In a like manner joints

L2 and L5 were obtained by splitting and removing holes from butt
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joints D32and :062. The resulting nominal T/S ratios were 1.00/1.32

and 1.00/1.65 respectively. These ratios, differing from the

balaq~ed desig~ratio of 1.00/1.10, were consi~ered satisfactory ip

this case because they insur~d bolt failures during test.

Complete details and nominal dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.

2. Material Properties

Plate - Mechanical properties of the steel plate were deter-

mined by tests of standard coupons of as-rolled thickness and 1-1/2

inch width .. Details of the testing procedure and val~es of indivi-

dual coupon tests are reported in ~ef. 2. Ostenstbly the material

was to have been structural carbon steel meeting the requirements

of ASTMA7 but it was found to be below theminim~m specified yield

point. The mean values and standard deviatio~s of yield points and

ultimate strength are as ~ollows:

No. of
Coupons

Stat~c Yield Point
Mean Std.Dev.

i:'ield Point
Mean Std.Dev.

Ult. Stre~gth

Mean Std.Dev.

16 28.4 ksi 1.32 ksi 30.1 ksi 1.28 ksi 60.0 ks~ 0.93 ksi

-.t;.,

The mean elongation was 33.2%.

Bolts - The 7/8" bolts, designated L-lot::, had regular se~i:-

finished hexagon heads and were 3-1/2 inch~s long under head. The

2 inch roiled thread length did not extend into the shearing plane

of the joint •. Quenched and tempered washers were used under both
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head and nut. The nuts were heavy semi-finished hexagon nuts.

The bolts were made to approximately the minimum requ~rements

of ASTM A325. Direct-tensi,.onand torque-ten,sion calibration tests

wer~ conducted on random samples of the bo~ts to establish their

tension-elongation characteristics. Descriptions of these tests

are reported in Ref. 5. Results are plotted in Fig. 2.

-Tests were conducted to determine the single shear str~ngth

of individu~l bolts in order to have a basis for comparison with .

the bolts in the large joints. A te~t jig was fabricated as shown

in Fig. 3. Bolts were inserted in the jig and pretensioned to an

elongatiQn equal to the average elongation -of bo~ts in the large

joints. The resulting specimens were tested in tension at a speed

of 0.05 inches per minute. The unrestrained length of plate between

the test~ng machine grips and the bolts apparently was short eno~gh

to prevent significant bending. The aVerage ultimate shear stress

was 1L 1 = 83 ksi. The ratio of ultimate shear stress to the ulti

mate tensile stress was, 1:: 1/cr = 0.70, whicq. is comparable to

the ratio for A325 bolts tested in double shear~6)

3. Fabrication and Assembly

The fabrication of t~e original butt join~s was done at the

(3)
Bethlehem Steel Company's fabricating shops in Bethlepem. The

alterations were made at the Fritz Laboratory. Being ~ade ~rom

duplicate joints of the D-Series Part a, the faying surfa~es of

the lap joints also were devoid of mill scale, and qu~te shiny as

described in Ref. 3.
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The joints were assembled at the Fritz Laboratory, by a

field erection c;rew of the Bethlehem Steel Company. The turn-of

nut procedure(7) was used to install the bolts. All nuts were

tightened 1/2 turn from "snug" and the fitting-up bo~ts recreived

approximately 1/16" additional turn.

The initia~ clampi~g force of the bolts in the jo~nts was

estimated by measuring the elongations of the bo~ts caused by

tightening the nut and assuming that each bolt followed the mean

tension-elongation relationships showp in Fig. 2. Port~ons of

these curves are ~resented again in Fig. 4 with histograms of the

bolt elongations. To be consistent with previous W9rk ~he initial

bolt tensions were read from the direct-tension curve.

TESTING PROCEDURE

1. Instrumentation

SR4, type A1, e1ectri~ strain gages were used in all pitches

along the edges of the plates to provide data on strain ~is~ribu-

tion throughout the length of the joint. Additional gages were

placed on the face of the plates to assist in controlling the ben9~

ing of the joint by means of the external bracing system.

A mechanical, slide-bar extensometer was used to measure

thee10ngation of each 3-1/2 inc;h pitch along the edges of the plates.
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This instrument was valuable in the plastic and strain hardening

range when the SR4 gages were no longer effective.

Dial gages (0.001") mounted on each face of the joint near

the free ends of the plates were used to record the slip,between

the two p~ates.

Two other dial gages (0.001") on the centerline of eac):l

f~ce measured the overall elongation of the .jointbetween gage

points one pitch beyond each end row of bolts.

The instrumentation is visible in Fig. 5. More detaile4

descriptions are given in .Ref. 3 for similar installations .

2. Equipment

The static tension tests of the lap joints were conducte~

at Fritz Laboratory in the 5 million pound hydraulic testing

machine. Wedge grips were used ~o hold the specimens.

The external bracing system (F~g. 5) used to ~inimize the

bending of ~he joints consisted of upper and lower cross b~ams

spanning between the ma~n columns of the testing mach~ne and two

one inch d~ameter rods with turn-b4ckles extending from each cross

beam to reactio~ bars that made contact with the joint in the

vicinity of the end of each. lap plate. As the joint tenped to

rotate under load the turn-buckles were adjusted to ke~p i~ i~ a

plumb position. Plumbness of the joint was judge~ with the aid of

a micrometer leveling device.
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3. Procedure

The ~esting procedure was sim~lar ~o that used for ~he

static tension testing of butt joints(3) except for the use of the

adj~stable brac~ng system. When a load in~rement was reacqed the

plumbness pf the joint betwee~ the reaction bars was checked by

m~ans of the micr9meter leveling device and the turn-b~ckles were

adjusted until the connection was exactly plumb. Then readings

were taken.

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The results of the tests are summarized in Table 1: Bolt

failures occurred in all cases. In joints L5 and LlO testing w~~

stopped a:fter one end bolt sheared whereas in the case of L2 and

L7 simultaneous and rapid shearing of all qolts occurreq befor~ it

was possible to unlo~d the speci~en.

1. Effect of Bending

Though an externa~ braci~g system was used it was not possi9~e

to eliminate all bending effects from the test. The plates beyond

the region of the reaction bars of 1=he brac,ing system, that is, 0\ft:-

side of the bolted connection, were subjected to bending as well as

axial strains even after the turnbuckles were adjusted. "However,

the bolted connection itself was maintained in a plumb position. +,he

.i
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SR4 gages on the face of the plates showed that the bending strains

with the bracing system in use were only a small fraction of those

in the plates when a partial test w~thout bracing was conducted.

Furthermore, details of steel construction, like t~e built-up

hanger described in the introduction, ofte~ restrict rotation of

the connection but permit some bendin,g outside of it in the main

material.

2. Slip

All joints slipped in a gradual fashion under increasing

load until the bolts were in b~aring. For pur~oses of computation

the slip load has been taken at the first ~arked change in slope of

the load-elongation' curve. There was n<;> instances of noisy, sudden

and complete slip occurring at one load as has been experienced

(2,3,4)
previously with many butt joints.

this gradual slip is a phenomenon related to lap joints or whether

it also depends on the shiny, semipolf~hed surface condition of the

plates.

Even though these plates w~re devoid of mill scale and quite

polished in spots, slip occurred at an .average bolt shfi!arstr~ss

greater than the allowable ~tress of F
v

= 15 ksi specifi~d for

friction type joints by the American IIlst:j.tuteof Stee~ Construc

tion~8) The factor of safety against ~lip varied from 1,19 t<;> 1,94.

In three cases slip did not even occur until the working loa~ for a

bearing-type cronnection had be~n exceeded.
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The slip resistance of the connection may also b~expressed

in terms of the slip coefficient, Ks ' express~d as follows:

K = Ps
s

ron Ii

where Ps = slip ~oad

m = number of bolt shear planes

n number of bolts

Ti = average init~al bolt tension (or clampipg for~e).

Using the ~verage bolt tension as read frqm the dir~Gt~tension

calibrat~on curve in Fig. 4 the calculated ~lip coef~icients vary

between 0.41 and 0.33. This is exactly the range determined from

the tests of the 8 butt joints of D-Series - part a? which were

made of the same semi-polished plate.

3. Ultimate Strength

Working stresses tor fasteners use~ in bearing~type joints

are derived from the ultimate shearing strength of the copnectiqn.

For this reason it is necessary to carry the tests unti~ destruc-

tion of the joint occurs. Beca~se the divisiqn of lo~d among the

f~steners depends upon the joint configuration and b~cause differ~

ent strength bqlts may be used in different joi~ts the "unbutt(;m~ng

factor" has been used to cqmpare the perform~nce of different ~onn~c,.

t;iqns at ultimate load. The "unbuttoning ~actor", U, is an efficiepcy

factor defined as
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where 't' u = avera~e shear stress on the bolts in a joint. when

the first bolt s~ears

't l = shear strength of a single bolt qf tre same lot.

The unbuttoning factors calculated for the four lap joints are

plotted in Fig. 6 with the length of the joint as an argume~t. It

may appear that the bolts of the lap joints performed in a ~ashi(;m

equal to or better than those in the butt joint~ which are p~otted

for comparison. However, care mu~t be exercised in ~nterpre1;ing th~s

data because some of the lap joints h~d tension~shear ratios d~ffering

from the "balanced design" ratio of 1.00/1.10.

Only L10 had a ~omipal T/S = 1.00/1.10 and the unbuttoni~g

factor of 0.75 is in good agreement with those for butt ~oints with

10 bolts. in line. Because LlO was made from the same plate and

from bolts of a strength level c9mparable to those in butt joint

D10l these two cqnnections may b~ compared directly~ The data

shows that L10 failed at 748 kips, almost exactly half of the 1506

kip failure load for D10l.

Joint L2 had only two bolts in line and the <iistributiono~

load among the fasteners is statically determinate. Ip th~s case

it is to be expected thate~ch bolt will carry an eq\.J.al share of

the load and that the average shear stress will eq4al the strength

of a single bolt. The test showe<i this to be true within tqe v~ria

tion of strength reasonably expected in any ~ot of bolts, 8~.1 ksi

versus 83, ksi.
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Joints L7 and L5~ with nominal T/S = 1.00/1.57 and 1.00/1.32

respectively, had more net section area than required by the

''balanced design" ratio of 1.00/1.10. Thus ~ at any given load

the stress level and the strains in the plate were less than in

the comparable butt joint. Since it is the differential strains

in the plates that are instrumental in causing the bolts to shear·

it is to be expected that the lap joints L7 and L5 would perform

better and that the unbuttoning factors would be above'the general

line established for the unbuttoning of butt joints with ~/S =
1.00/1.10. A more complete theoretical discussion of this matter

is included in Ref. 9 •

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are derived from the results of

static tension tests of four, single shear, lap joints fabricated

of structura~ c~rbon steel and 7/8" A325 high strength bolts and

from similar tests of double shear. butt joints reported previous-

1
(2,3,4)

y. Bending caused by the inherent eccentricit~ of a lap

joint was minimized by use of an external bracing system.

a. The frictional resistance and the ultimate strength of

bolted, single shear lap joints are equal to one-half of those

quantities for comparable double shear bu~t joints. The differen~e

is a f~nction of the number of contact friction surfaces or the

number of shearing planes.
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b. The "unbottoning" behavior of long lap joints is similar

to that for long butt joints.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Lap Joints (L-Series)

UNITS

PATTERN
All holes drilled 15/16,,0
All pitches 3 1/2"
Gage = 1/2 width

BOLTS
No. in line
No. of 7/8" A325 Bolts
Nominal shear area (= Actual) sq. in.

-<,)--0
~()

-0-0--e--o.
-0-0-
~.

'E-O····---1;-. _. -

r-

10
20

12.02

7 5
14 10
8.41 6.01

L2

2
4

2.40

PLATE
See Fig. 1 for nominal plate dimensions
Actual (measureq) width
Actual (measured) thickness
Actual gross area
Actual net area

T/S .RATIO (As/An)

Nominal
Actual

in.
in.

sq. in.
sq. in.

15.00
0.993
14.90
13.02

1: 1. 10
1 :1.08

15.02
0.993
14.92
13.04

1: 1. 57
1: 1. 55

9.79
0.984
9.63
7.75

1: 1.32
1: 1. 29

5.80
0.993
~.76

3.88

1: 1. 65
1: 1. 62

WORKING LOAD
Friction Type Joint,Fv = 15 ksi
Bearing Type Joint, F = 22 ksi

v

kips
kips

180
264

126
185

90 36
132 53

SLIP LOAD
Bolt shear stress
Avg. ext. of bolts
Clamping force per bolt
Slip coefficient

kips

ksi
in.

kips

350

29.1
.0435
52.3

.33

195

23.2
.0445
52.5

.27

107

17.8
.0409
52.0

.21

62

25.8 
.0428
52.2

.30

TYPE OF FAILURE 1 bolt All bolts 1 bolt All bolts
sheared sheared sheared sheare9

LOAD AT BOLT FAILURE

Bolt shear stress

kips

ksi

748

62.2

640

76.1

446

74.2 .

'.

197

82.1
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gn Bolts in Linei

/ 12
r-.. /'"'\ /-B-~._.

I

v '-'
-_. I

I 9 w IIv--$----- ... $.Q. .- I

I

II
r--21-41~

-. All bolts Ye"die.
All holes drilled 15/16" die. (=dH)

.;.

GAGE WIDTH %H
SHEAR NET YsMARK n . . AREA AREAg, In. W, In. sq.Jn. sq.ln.

LIO 10 7.55 15.10 ,8.06 12.02 13.20 1:1.10
j

L7 7 7.55 15.10 '8.06 8.41 13.20 I: 1.57

L5 5 4.90 9.80 5.23 6.01 7.92 1:1.32

L2 2 2.92 5.84 3.11 2.40 3.96 I: 1.65

•'\;
FIG. I NOMINAL- DIMENSIONS OF JOINTS

L-SERIES
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FIG. 5 INSTRUMENTATION AND BRACING
SYSTEM ATTACHED TO JOINT
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